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1. Let f(z) be defined in (-oo, oo) and belong to some class
L(p 1). I there exists a function F(t) such that

lim F(t)- 1 A qdt
A-, -- f(z,)e-t’dx, =0,

-A

then F(t) is called the Fourier transform of f() in Lq. The Titch-
marsh theory states that if f()eL (1 p 2), then f(x) has the
Fourier transform F(t) in L, where 1/p+ 1/p’ 1.

Let o(x)be a periodic function with period 2R (R:>0) and be-
long to L (-R, R) and consider its Fourier series

-’’ 1 {’R0(: i,,,

() S] ce R Cn j
) e--n- dx

R

It is well known that there exist close analogies between the Fourier
transforms and Fourier series. The Fourier coefficient c corresponds
to the Fourier transform. For example the convergence of ,lcl
stands for the integrability of IF(t) in (-oo, oo). Thus the
analogy of Hausdorff-Young theorem on Fourier series is Titch-

marsh theorem on Fourier transform which asserts that IF(t)I’dt<
if 1 < p =< 2.D

In this paper I shall prove theorems which make the analogies of
this type clearer. The case where F(t) is the Fourier-Stieltjes trans-
form of a probability distribution was discussed recently by the authorP

2. Theorem 1. Suppose that f()eL(-oo, o) (p> 1) and has
the Fourier transform F(t) in Lq(-o, o) for some q ( 1). We de-
fine a periodic function (t) with period 2R which concides with F(t)
in (-R, R). If c is the Fourier coeffwient of (t), then

(2.1) N I" < (x)l dx,

where A is a constant depending only on p and not of f() and R.
Theorem . Let (t)e Lx (-R, R) and its Fourier series be
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